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ABSTRACT

“Night Baseball” (NB) arbitration is a variant on final-offer interest arbitration (FOA) where the arbitrator cannot fashion his/her own settlement, but must pick one side’s proposals. Unlike FOA, disputants do not present specific proposals at the NB arbitration hearing, but instead present only evidence and testimony; their final offers are sealed and unknown to both the opponent and the arbitrator. After fashioning a nonbinding opinion, the arbitrator compares his/her opinion to the proposals and selects a winner. Should NB arbitration be used in public sector labor relations as an alternative to public sector strikes? Prior to making a recommendation, research on the psychological dynamics of NB arbitration is needed. The dynamics that must be considered to evaluate NB arbitration include: 1) the effects of the procedure on each party’s pre-arbitration bargaining strategy and arbitration proposal strategy, 2) the process of arbitrator decision making, 3) the processes that arbitrators use when comparing proposals to their own decision, 4) ethical issues, and 5) procedural justice considerations.

Lawmakers in most states in the United States have been unwilling to grant public sector employees the right to strike [1]. Instead, lawmakers have embraced a variety of third-party procedures to resolve negotiation impasses [2-3]. Of these, perhaps the most widespread is binding conventional interest arbitration, where a neutral third party hears labor and management contract proposals pertaining
to unresolved issues and then determines what the content of the contract for those issues will be. While similar in many ways to a court hearing, “discovery” and other procedural aspects of court proceedings are often limited, and there is usually only a very limited right to appeal [4-5].

Conventional arbitration (CA) has often been criticized. It is sometimes argued that arbitrators tend to “split the difference” between each side’s positions, prompting each side to resist making concessions in the bargaining that precedes arbitration (this resistance is sometimes called the “chilling” or “freezing” effect). The chilling effect is characterized by both a higher rate of bargaining impasses and by each party’s taking a more extreme position in its arbitration proposals [6-10].

In an attempt to prevent the alleged problems associated with conventional arbitration, some jurisdictions use final-offer arbitration (FOA), where the third party must select either the union’s final offer or the management’s final offer and the third party cannot fashion his or her own settlement [2]. The rationale behind FOA is that without a “split-the-difference” option, the parties encounter greater risk and uncertainty by using arbitration and will be more motivated to adopt reasonable positions and settle on their own [18-19]. FOA is sometimes called “baseball arbitration” because it is used for salary adjustments in major league baseball [20-21]. When multiple issues are unresolved, FOA may be either conducted on an “issue-by-issue” basis, where the arbitrator resolves each issue individually, or “by package,” where the arbitrator rules for one side’s complete set of proposals [4, 22].

The evidence on FOA is mixed, with some studies showing that, indeed, the procedure reduces the “chilling effect” [23]. Stokes [24] suggested that FOA reduces the chilling effect; he noted that, in 1995, when New Jersey used FOA, the average “spread” between union and municipality wage and benefit offers in arbitration was 29 percent for firefighters [24]. In 1996 the state switched to CA. In 1997, the first full year of CA, the spread rose to 44 percent. These data suggest that the parties made more similar offers under a FOA procedure than under CA. In his review of the literature, Hebdon concluded that the voluntary settlement rate was about 75 percent when the parties anticipated using

---

1 Do arbitrators tend to split the difference between the two sides’ offers? Numerous studies have investigated this aspect of arbitrator decision making. Field research suggests that arbitrators using CA do attend to the parties offers (e.g., [11-12]). Controlled, scenario-research experiments (typically involving only one or a few issues) suggest that arbitrator decision making is more complex than simply “splitting the difference” between the parties’ offers. Instead, arbitrators tend to rely heavily upon their own notions of equity. These studies also suggest that arbitrator decisions are based predominantly on the facts (e.g., the inflation rate for a wage raise dispute) and evidence presented by the parties (e.g., what “comparable groups” are receiving for raises, how other arbitrators have decided “similar cases”). In these experimental studies, arbitrators rely to a lesser extent on the parties’ formal offers; arbitrator individual differences (e.g., the arbitrator’s prior experience) also have modest effects [13-17].
conventional arbitration versus 89 percent when negotiators anticipated using final-offer arbitration [2]. However, other studies suggested that the FOA procedure is not significantly better than CA at reducing the chilling effect and at encouraging the parties to settle disputes on their own [25-26].

NIGHT BASEBALL ARBITRATION: A DESCRIPTION

During the last dozen years, a new variation in FOA has emerged as an option for private-sector business disputes (e.g., insurance claims) offered by alternative dispute resolution (ADR) firms. Known as “night baseball” (NB) arbitration [27], the parties do not present specific proposals at the arbitration hearing (as they usually do with regular FOA). Rather, each side’s final offer is presented in a sealed envelope. Testimony from witnesses and evidence presented by each side may support that side’s general position and even point to each side’s specific preferred resolution to the dispute. However, the arbitrator is free to decide the issues on their merits “without being influenced by the parties’ demands” [28, p. 19]. The arbitrator considers the evidence, writes a nonbinding opinion (ruling), and then opens the two sides’ envelopes. The arbitrator endorses the proposal that is closest to the arbitrator’s opinion. Like FOA, it is the party’s proposal—not an arbitrator-crafted solution—that provides a binding resolution to the dispute. The process of NB arbitration is portrayed in Figure 1.

Should lawmakers consider NB arbitration as a viable procedure for resolving public sector labor disputes? Before endorsing NB arbitration through legislation, I believe that lawmakers should be informed by research. And as I could uncover no published research dealing with this procedure, I thought it instructive to consider what types of research should be conducted to properly assess the NB form of arbitration.

Night baseball arbitration shares some characteristics with both FOA and CA. The procedure also introduces some additional psychological dynamics into a FOA procedure. I believe that the psychological dynamics that must be considered to evaluate NB arbitration deal with several areas. Specifically, these are: 1) the effects of this procedure on each party’s pre-arbitration bargaining strategy and arbitration proposal strategy, 2) the process of arbitrator decision making, 3) the processes that arbitrators use when comparing disputant proposals to their own (ideal) decision, 4) the ethical and psychological issues surrounding how an arbitrator might respond to one side revealing its specific position during the hearing, and 5) procedural and distributive justice considerations of the procedure by both the parties and by arbitrators. Each of these areas is considered below.

For a discussion of the dynamic relationship between the research findings of social science and decisions made by government entities, see Rosenblum [29].
Figure 1. The typical night baseball arbitration process.
Effects on Bargaining Strategy

At first glance, it seems that the effects of night baseball arbitration on bargaining strategy will be similar to the effects of final-offer arbitration. This is because of the similarity of the two procedures. One supposed advantage of FOA is that negotiators who know that FOA follows bargaining will make more concessions and take moderate (“convergent”), rather than divergent, final positions on issues.3

What NB arbitration adds to this equation is heightened negotiator uncertainty. This uncertainty may result in conflicting and opposite psychological effects. First, added uncertainty about what the opponent will accept may lead to greater issue exploration and discussion in the bargaining that precedes the arbitration hearing (or even after the hearing has been held but before the verdict is rendered). This exploration process may result in fewer impasses and more integrative agreements (see Lewicki, Barry, Saunders, and Minton [33] for a general discussion). Babcock described data supporting this proposition [34]. She reported that when the current wage level differs markedly from the average (greatly increasing the uncertainty as to how the arbitrator will rule in FOA) the parties are more likely to settle the dispute and avoid an impasse. If one party is more risk-averse than the other, the tendency to settle may be heightened by the additional uncertainty that NB arbitration creates; the net result should be that the risk-averse party will make more generous offers, resulting in an agreement [31]. This logic suggests that the uncertainty introduced with NB arbitration promotes voluntary settlement.

Second, this uncertainty may lead to more tactical errors when bargaining. Typically, one side will make a “final offer” in bargaining that, if rejected by the other side, will send the dispute into arbitration. A bargaining team does not know whether the opponent’s “final offer” in bargaining is the same “final offer” that the opponent will propose in arbitration, or whether it is a “bluff” designed to secure a more favorable outcome. This type of bluff is a possibility for bargaining preceding any form of interest arbitration. However, in other types of arbitration, it is soon apparent to both sides whether each side presents the same “final offers” to the arbitrator as were presented earlier to the opponent in bargaining. With NB arbitration, the opponent’s offers are not revealed to the other side at the time they are given to the arbitrator. Therefore, the opponent’s bargaining “final offer” is discovered to be a “bluff” only if the opponent wins with a different, more generous, “final offer” in subsequent arbitration. If the opponent attempted a bluff in bargaining, made a more generous offer in arbitration, but then lost in

3 However, others suggest that this is less likely than first thought [16, 30-32].
arbitration, the opponent’s arbitration offer, and thus his/her bargaining strategy, is not revealed. This means that each negotiator may learn less about the other side’s trustworthiness as a bargaining partner with the NB arbitration procedure.

Research further suggests that disputants are often overconfident in uncertain situations, and they are unrealistically optimistic that they will obtain favorable outcomes [26, 35-36]. This combination of uncertainty and negotiator optimism is likely to result in more errors in bargaining where one side rejects the other’s “final-offer” proposal, thinking that the other side will subsequently make a better offer. While this dynamic exists to some degree in all bargaining situations, it may be more likely when it precedes NB arbitration, where the opposing side’s proposal is unknown. In addition to rationalizing that the arbitrator will find his/her own proposal more reasonable than the opponent’s proposal, the party may also be overconfident that the opponent will present an unrealistic proposal.

Some negotiators may wish to reduce this last type of uncertainty by trying to identify the opponent’s actual final offers. Therefore, one might expect some negotiators on each side to attempt to extract the maximum concessions from the other side prior to going to arbitration (perhaps by employing contending tactics [37]), to reduce the uncertainty of what it feels the other will propose in arbitration. Tactics aimed at extracting maximum concessions often fail, sometimes because of psychological phenomena such as reactive devaluation (where a negotiator underestimates the value of opponent concessions) and sometimes because contending tactics create hostility between the negotiators [38]. Thus, negotiator optimism, coupled with a desire to reduce the uncertainty of what the other side will offer, may result in more impasses when the parties anticipate using NB arbitration.

**Effects on Arbitration Strategy**

With FOA, each side pursues a strategy of attempting to convince the arbitrator that its proposals are more reasonable than the other side’s proposals. Each side does not need to convince the arbitrator that its proposals are necessarily squarely within a range of common outcomes—only that its proposals are less extreme than the other side’s proposals or that it is making wage and benefit comparisons with “more appropriate” groups (e.g., other public-sector workers in the same county) than is the opposing side [39].

With NB arbitration, the parties do not reveal their desired outcomes precisely in the arbitration hearing, nor do they know the other side’s exact proposals. Rather, each side seeks to persuade the arbitrator to adopt a position that is close to its own unspoken position on the issues. How can this be done if the party cannot suggest a specific settlement?

The advocate for a particular side might seek to convince the arbitrator that there is a “typical” approach to settling each unresolved issue. For example, suppose that the union president wants a 4 percent annual pay raise from a
municipality. The advocate for the union might demonstrate that recent annual pay raises given by “comparable” communities in the state follow a normal distribution with a mean of 4 percent and a standard deviation of 1 percent. Such an approach is an attempt to lead the arbitrator to conclude that a 4 percent pay raise is quite reasonable in an “absolute” sense, given the population of settlements of comparable communities. The advocate must adopt this strategy because, in the absence of information about the other side’s proposal, it cannot merely rely on being reasonable in a “relative” sense: that is, “we are offering a more reasonable proposal than the other side is proposing.”

Further, because each side is not allowed to reveal its exact proposal in its testimony and briefs, it must instead present evidence that guides the arbitrator to the proposal the party is seeking. The arbitrator must draw his or her own conclusion that the average reasonable solution is a particular value that later happens to be what that side proposed. This may result in one side’s offering testimony favoring a range of outcomes—the mean (or median) of which equals the value of its sealed proposal.

However, the opposing side may follow a similar strategy. For example, suppose the municipality wants the pay raise to be only 1.5 percent. Its attorney may present evidence showing that recent wage settlements (among what the HR manager views as “comparable” communities) are normally distributed with a mean pay raise of 1.5 percent and a standard deviation of only .5 percent. The HR manager is attempting to persuade the arbitrator that a pay raise of 1.5 percent is reasonable, without ever stating that this is the value that s/he prefers. If both sides follow this strategy, evidence for various outcomes on an issue in a labor dispute will resemble a bimodal distribution for each issue in dispute, with one mean favoring the management position (here, 1.5%) and the other mean favoring the union position (here, 4%).

The research on “persuasion” and “impression management” offers much for advocates attempting to persuade arbitrators of the correctness of their positions [40-41]. Impression-management tactics have been shown to influence grievance arbitrator decision making, and impression-management tactics may have effects on interest arbitrators as well [42]. While persuasion techniques are used in any arbitration effort, the use of a wider variety of persuasion techniques (including emotional appeals, see [43-44]) may be more frequent due to the uncertainty as to what the other side’s position will be. Thus, one might expect, for example, to see more reliance on “expert” and “disinterested” witnesses with this type of arbitration, as these factors are thought to enhance witness credibility and consequently enhance the persuasive power of their message [45-46]. Whether this is indeed the case, and, if so, whether it is an effective strategy, warrants empirical investigation.

There are also some parallels between the FOA and the NB arbitration distinction and research in social psychology about whether it is better to draw conclusions for the audience or allow the audience to draw its own conclusion.
With the FOA procedure, each party offers a specific proposal, in effect, “drawing a conclusion” for the arbitrator. By contrast, at the NB arbitration hearing each party presents evidence, but because there are no specific proposals, each party attempts to encourage the arbitrator to “draw his/her own conclusion” in a way that favors that party’s position. With NB arbitration, each side runs a substantial risk that the arbitrator will not draw the desired conclusion. Generally, a persuasive message is more likely to produce the desired attitude change if a conclusion is drawn by the presenter [45]. However, research also suggests that if the arbitrator is highly motivated and interested in the case and is given time to reflect upon the information that is presented, the likelihood increases that the desired conclusion (e.g., identifying and accepting what the party sees as a reasonable solution) will be communicated [47].

ARBITRATOR DECISION MAKING

All interest arbitrators must make decisions, whether using NB or some other arbitration procedure. However, with traditional FOA it is possible for an arbitrator to simply say that s/he preferred one position rather than the other. Night baseball arbitration, like CA, requires that an arbitrator fashion an appropriate outcome for each outstanding issue. In spite of the importance of this topic, the amount of research conducted on arbitrator decision-making processes has been relatively small (for exceptions, see [13, 26 & 48]) and no research has been conducted using NB arbitration.

Cognitive psychologists and other researchers have investigated behavioral decision making in other contexts, such as managerial decision making and negotiation [49-51]. Much of what has been learned in these contexts may apply in an arbitration setting as well.

Storing and Recalling Information

Cognitive psychologists have identified several factors that facilitate the storage and recall of information in a decision maker’s mind. For example, a vivid presentation helps a person store and recall a set of facts. Repetition helps someone learn information. Placing the information in context also facilitates information storage and recall [50, 52].

Arbitrators are human and are therefore subject to these factors. Attorneys seem to intuitively know some of them (e.g., make the presentation dramatic and vivid). Yet little research has investigated how information is stored and remembered by arbitrators. Nor have researchers examined the type of training arbitrators received and whether this has any effect on storing information (e.g., an arbitrator may be trained to consciously pay more attention to one side’s closing arguments if the opposing side had an unusually dramatic and vivid presentation). Finally, given the nature of the NB arbitration procedure with its focus on presenting
arguments without explicit “final-offer” positions, research should investigate whether there are differences in how arbitrators store and recall this type of information relative to the information that accompanies specific proposals in FOA and CA.

Decisions Are Made Early

Once information has been stored and recalled, it must be evaluated and decisions must be made. We know that in other contexts, decision makers make decisions fairly early in the process and based on a small sample of information to which they attend [53]. For example, professional recruiters often seem to use the qualifications from an applicant’s resume to decide whether that applicant should be hired or rejected; recruiters then seem to use the interview to confirm that decision [54, 55]. Further, it is reported that highly-favorable information that comes early in the interview receives a greater weight than if that same information comes late in the interview [56], suggesting that interviewers—even those who do not read resumes in advance—make a tentative decision early in the interview. Similar temporal effects have been found for auditing decisions [57]. Although a dispute may involve complex issues, arbitrators may use a similar temporal process. An arbitrator who requires prehearing briefs may make a decision on the basis of those briefs, and those who do not require such briefs may make their decision after hearing the introductory statements of each side. At this time, we do not know; research in these areas is needed.

Negative Factors Get More Weight

Arbitrators in many states are required to consider specific factors when deciding public sector labor disputes, such as the tax base of the community, what comparable jobs pay, and economic data such as the inflation rate and the unemployment rate [4, 58]. Arbitrators may rely solely on the testimony and documents of the disputants, or they may employ additional information (e.g., knowledge based on their own experience) concerning these types of factors.

What happens when the testimony or evidence favoring one side’s case appears to be flawed or inconsistent? Suppose, for example, that a union seeking to abolish a residency requirement argues that most comparable communities don’t force city employees to live within the city limits, yet their own witnesses are inconsistent on the percentage of comparable communities with this requirement; furthermore, some relevant data are missing. In other contexts, such as personnel selection, inconsistency (e.g., an applicant says things in the interview that don’t match the resume), missing information (e.g., gaps in the applicant’s work record), and unfavorable information (e.g., an arrest record) are viewed negatively. For example, Oliphant and Alexander reported that professional interviewers tend to treat applicants with missing academic credentials as comparable to those with
low academic credentials; both groups are generally evaluated negatively relative to applicants with high academic achievements [59].

We further know from both performance appraisal and selection interviewer research that negative information receives greater weight than positive information [60-61]. It is as if interviewers frame their decision as one of looking for reasons to eliminate as many applicants as possible from the pool. Extrapolating to multi-issue interest arbitration, if the arbitrator views one side’s evidence or testimony negatively on one issue, then the arbitrator may give greater negative weight to this aspect of that party’s case than it perhaps warrants. Does discrepant, missing, or unfavorable information unduly influence an arbitrator’s decision? Research needs to be conducted on this question for all forms of interest arbitration, including NB arbitration.

**Decision Makers Use a Confirming Rather Than a Disconfirming Strategy**

Research reveals that decision makers often suffer from the *confirmation bias*: they typically make a tentative decision early and then seek evidence that confirms that early decision. They typically do not seek information that disconfirms their early decision, and when they find it, they do not give it substantial weight. Consequently, the decision maker becomes more convinced of the correctness of his/her tentative decision as evidence is presented. It normally takes a substantial amount of closely-attended-to evidence to reverse this process. Behavioral decision experts have noted that this strategy often produces suboptimal decisions relative to those who employ a disconfirming strategy, whereby they challenge their own assumptions and tentative decisions [50, 54, 56, 62].

Most arbitrators have probably not received training in avoiding the confirmation bias. At present, we do not know whether arbitrators use a confirming strategy. What we do know is that experienced arbitrators are less sensitive than inexperienced arbitrators to “wage comparability” evidence presented by the parties. Yu and Dell’Omo suggest that experienced arbitrators rely more heavily on “heuristic decision-making processes through expertise and experience” [63, p. 154] based on prior cases they have arbitrated. Their results imply that experienced arbitrators have their own internal notions as to what constitutes a reasonable settlement, and they attend to evidence that confirms implementing a settlement consistent with those notions, modified only modestly by other evidence in any specific case. One implication of this for negotiators to use is that they should try to determine what the arbitrator thinks is best (perhaps by reviewing prior decisions) and then present confirmatory, similar evidence that will favor their own side. Any evaluation of an arbitration procedure, such as NB arbitration, should explore these issues further.
Heuristics

Several scholars have discussed the general role that certain mental shortcuts, or cognitive heuristics, play in decision making [64], and other scholars have focused on their role in negotiation situations in particular [49, 62]. While there are numerous heuristics, scholars have tended to focus on three: availability, representativeness, and anchoring [50].

Availability

Decision makers are influenced by the extent to which information is readily stored in and retrieved from memory. For example, people often remember concrete (rather than abstract) statements, face-to-face testimony (rather than written information), vivid presentations and emotional events, and these characteristics—while perhaps irrelevant to the disposition of the case—can unduly influence decision making. This is because they are easily stored in memory and later retrieved, and thus such events are seen as more important or frequent than they actually are [64, 67].

An arbitrator who has heard a previous, similar case and who has rendered a decision in that case might have much of that prior information in memory when deciding a subsequent case. Although the parties in the subsequent case may not have raised similar arguments supporting their positions (and may have even argued for the distinctiveness of their case), the information from the precedent case is readily available in the arbitrator’s memory. The arbitrator may overestimate its importance as a precedent case and be predisposed to reach a similar decision in the later case [46]. Slusher and Anderson demonstrated that explanation availability psychologically mediates attitude change in response to persuasion attempts [68].

Representativeness

This mental heuristic is invoked when the person concludes, perhaps prematurely, that the object under consideration is an example (prototype) of a specific category, and thus should be classified accordingly. Usually, some decision automatically follows, once the object has been “correctly” classified into one of a few categories.

The representativeness heuristic might occur among arbitrators as to either the type of case being heard (e.g., this is a “concession bargaining” case) or as to the type of arguments being heard (e.g., this is “disinterested expert witness”)

---

4 Psychologists have investigated several types of heuristics and decision-making phenomena (e.g., ignoring the base rate) related to judging frequency, probability, or to making classification judgments. Recent theory and research suggest that many of these may be rooted in similar, memory-based mental processes [65, 66]. Therefore, it is not necessary to discuss every type of heuristic in this article.
testimony rather than “advocate” testimony). The danger is that an arbitrator might prematurely classify a case or evidence and not fully examine its nuances [62].

**Anchoring**

This mental heuristic is invoked when a prior position causes an insufficient adjustment in attitude toward a subsequent proposal. Negotiators sometimes allow their own opening offers to limit the size of their concessions even though they readily acknowledge that their opening offers are not to be taken seriously [62, 69]. At first glance, anchoring may appear to have less effect with NB arbitration than with FOA, because there are no specific proposals to serve as “anchors.” However, anchoring can affect decision making in several other ways. The anchoring heuristic has been shown to influence arbitrator decision making where the current wage tended to anchor pay raises [14]. Also, if an arbitrator has a prior belief as to what an appropriate settlement is, then settlements that deviate too much from that belief will be rejected. For example, if the arbitrator has a prior belief as to what wage is appropriate, then evidence that supports raising the wage significantly beyond that level may be rejected [63, 68].

These three types of heuristics may play an even more pronounced role in NB arbitration than other procedures because testimony and evidence may lead to an ambiguous conclusion given that specific proposals are not offered. Ambiguous data are often assimilated into prior belief systems, producing assimilation” effects, rather than “contrast” effects [70]. In the wage example just mentioned, the arbitrator may classify testimony and evidence (the representativeness heuristic), then store and retrieve information (the availability heuristic) based on prior beliefs. The arbitrator may then draw a conclusion regarding a wage adjustment that is more consistent with the arbitrator’s own prior beliefs (anchoring) than what the party was attempting to establish when it attempted to persuade the arbitrator.

**Combining Information**

Cognitive psychologists have identified several types of patterns that people intuitively use when combining different, and contradictory, pieces of evidence [71, 72]. How these are combined to draw an overall conclusion varies across individuals and situations but generally may take one of several patterns.

**Additive**

The decision maker simply adds the number of facts favoring one position and separately adds the number of facts favoring the opposing position. The decision maker then agrees with the position that has the largest number of facts supporting it. An inexperienced arbitrator might use this simple way to evaluate each issue. This approach is sometimes called the “aggregated” approach [71].
Weighted

The decision maker assigns more weight to certain testimony or evidence and less to other evidence. The decision maker then multiples the weights by the favorability of the evidence for each side and creates a composite score to decide what the appropriate outcome should be. If one piece of evidence gets so much weight that all other evidence cannot change the decision, then the decision maker is said to use a “univalent” strategy. Samavati, Haber, and Dilts suggested that arbitrators rarely use formal statistical weights, often relying on subjective, intuitive weights when combining information [73; also see 74-75]. Olson reported that even when “package” FOA is used, arbitrators often report their decision for each issue and often indicate which issues and evidence got the most subjective weight in determining their overall ruling. He further concluded that most arbitrators give roughly equal weight to both wage and nonwage issues when selecting a winner [76].

Integrated

Here, the decision maker reconciles discrepant information through reasoning (e.g., identifying situational variables that warrant different outcomes depending upon their values; identifying moderator variables). One specific type of integrated reasoning uses Profile matching. The decision maker looks for patterns of evidence and then makes a decision based on the pattern of the evidence as a whole [71].

Tendencies toward using a particular approach combining information vary as an individual difference variable and may also vary with the situation [71]. Decision makers may suffer from inaccuracies if they combine information in a way that is inconsistent with the objective merits of each side’s case or with legal prescriptions for how information must be weighted and combined.

To summarize, cognitive psychologists and others have identified specific dynamics with regard to how information is stored, recalled, evaluated, and combined. Relatively little research has been conducted on arbitrator decision making and no research has been done on NB arbitration decision making. Generally it is anticipated that the decision-making dynamics described above will operate freely in NB arbitration, subject to individual differences.

COMPARING THE ARBITRATED DECISION WITH THE DISPUTANTS’ PROPOSALS

Scripts and Schema

Scripts are temporal mental representations of what should happen; these often form the basis for expected patterns of behavior or events [62]. For example, many Americans have a script for fat-food dining that differs from their script
for fine dining—each has its own sequence. In a labor relations context, an arbitrator might have a temporal script for how collective bargaining agreements should change from year to year. For example, an arbitrator might expect hourly wages to rise as inflation rises (within some confidence interval). An arbitrator may reject a wage increase proposal that is outside of that confidence interval or which provides for a different type of compensation increase (e.g., knowledge-based pay). Why? Because it does not fit his/her script. Research has not investigated this possibility.

Schema (also called “schemata” or “cognitive maps”) are patterns of mental constructs [77]. Certain variables may be expected to occur together when certain “situational triggers” are present. For example, during an economic recession (the situational trigger) an arbitrator may expect a) pay increases to be small, b) workers to pay a larger portion of their health-related benefits, and c) workers to gain in some intangible areas such as job security or participation. If one side presents a proposal that does not fit the arbitrator’s schema, that proposal may be more likely to be rejected because it is cognitively less demanding to reject discrepant information than to revise one’s schema.

Information Combining

Just as information can be combined in various ways when making an arbitration decision, so information can be combined when comparing disputant proposals to that decision. For example, suppose there are five issues in dispute. An arbitrator using an additive strategy might count the number of issues where his/her decision was closer to the union position than the management position. If the union position is closer for a majority of issues, then the arbitrator issues a general ruling for the union. An arbitrator using a weighted strategy decides each issue (e.g., −1 for management, and +1 for the union) and also assigns weights to each issue (e.g., based on cost) and then creates a composite score. That overall score, if a positive number, suggests a decision for the union. With integrated strategies, the arbitrator looks for strategies to reconcile discrepant positions. These may involve invoking intervening variables (e.g., a union of municipal employees based its wage proposal on tax revenue projections based on recent population growth trends, whereas the municipality was considering projected tax revenue based on a recent decline in manufacturing). With profile matching, the arbitrator looks at the discrepancy of each side’s position from his/her own decision and adds the discrepancies to arrive at a conclusion as to which side’s position is closer to his/her own.

In summary, with NB arbitration, the third party is required to explicitly formulate a solution and then compare that solution to each party’s final-offer proposals in order to select a winning side. This differs from FOA, where the arbitrator can use the less mentally demanding process of simply deciding which proposal seems less extreme. How NB arbitrators compare proposals to their own
solution and select a winner is an intriguing psychological process that warrants investigation if this procedure is to be understood.

**ETHICAL ISSUES WITH NB ARBITRATION**

NB arbitration raises several ethical issues that must be addressed. At its core, the parties to NB arbitration are not to present explicit proposals—only evidence that suggests particular types of solutions to the issues in dispute. What if one side presents a specific proposal at the hearing? Will the arbitrator accept that as a matter of course or will the arbitrator view that as an ethical violation of the procedure? Will there be individual differences among arbitrators regarding this matter? Does the same consideration apply to thinly veiled proposals that are presented at the hearing? What will an arbitrator do under such circumstances? Declare a “mistrial?” Ignore the proposal? Become more sympathetic to the opposing side? If NB arbitration is to join the array of accepted labor arbitration procedures, ethical considerations pertaining to the presentation of evidence need to be addressed.

A second ethical issue concerns the manner in which the arbitrator compares his/her own decision (opinion) to the positions of the parties. If it is done in front of the parties, the presence of the parties to whom the arbitrator is accountable may alter the way that the arbitrator compares the decision to the proposals, for actions taken in public are subject to different types of pressures than those made in private. These pressures range from “mere presence” effects to nonverbal impression management to even intimidation and may be similar to the pressures experienced in other social situations, such as those experienced by accountable negotiators [33, 78, 79]. Yet, if the arbitrator considers the proposals in private, the parties may wonder whether the arbitrator actually created his/her written opinion prior to reading the proposals, particularly if his/her opinion is similar to that of the winning proposal. Perhaps a reasonable compromise would be to have the arbitrator issue a written opinion, then, in the presence of a neutral, mutually agreed upon witness, compare that written opinion to each side’s final-offer proposal. Such an approach would alleviate ethical concerns as well as enhance the procedural justice of NB arbitration (see below). On the other hand, if the arbitrator is someone whom the parties trust, the parties may see this additional safeguard as unnecessary; it remains an empirical question.

A third, more general, issue is whether the arbitrator ought to publicize his/her opinion, and perhaps give a reasoned description for why s/he feels that one side’s final offer is closer to that opinion, as opposed to simply declaring one side “the winner” and publicizing that side’s final offer as the award. On the one hand, providing the opinion and the rationale for selecting one side allows both parties to understand the rationale, enhancing its procedural and distributive justice [80]. On the other hand, providing the rationale allows the losing side to search for flawed reasoning and to use this as the basis of a court appeal of the arbitrator’s
verdict. While such court challenges are not common, and are only rarely won, they are more likely if the arbitrator provides the rationale for his/her decision [5]. With NB arbitration, the arbitrator may describe the rationale for both his/her nonbinding opinion and why he/she feels that one side’s proposal is closer to that opinion than the other side’s proposal. This provides, in effect, two decisions, either of which might be subject to appeal. Perhaps research can determine the most acceptable form of an award and also whether attorneys are more likely to appeal NB arbitration decisions than decisions made with other forms of arbitration.

PROCEDURAL AND DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE ISSUES

Ethical issues are a part of a larger consideration of the procedural justice of any type of interest arbitration [81-82]. Researchers investigating justice issues have expressed interest in both the fairness of the methods used to arrive at decisions (procedural justice) and the fairness of the outcomes of those decisions (distributive justice).

Procedural justice is typically measured subjectively by asking the disputants (e.g., [83-84]), although specific objective characteristics of arbitration procedures may engender specific procedural justice beliefs [85]. In one of the few studies investigating procedural justice-related beliefs about arbitration variations, Rose and Manuel report that Canadian municipal employers currently using CA prefer switching to FOA, whereas their union official counterparts are quite satisfied with CA [86]. Other research has also reported differences in third-party procedural preference across complainant and respondent roles [87]. Thus, future research must also consider possible disputant role differences in procedural justice beliefs and in procedural evaluations.

While many factors (e.g., opportunity to appeal) may be similar across arbitration procedures, one important factor that may differ is disputant voice [88-90]. With NB arbitration, the parties can present testimony. However, they are not allowed to articulate a proposal at the hearing. Nor are they allowed to clearly link their testimony and evidence to an articulated proposal. Because of these constraints, we anticipate that disputant perceptions of voice, and consequently, of procedural justice, will be lower with NB arbitration than with FOA.

One specific consideration within the general body of research on procedural justice concerns whether information is used appropriately to arrive at a decision (informational justice). Here NB arbitration might have an advantage over FOA. The informational justice of the NB procedure may be enhanced if the parties believe that the arbitrator took the evidence from both sides, used that information to independently arrive at the “correct” decision, and then selected the closer proposal.

As noted previously, the type of explanation (or lack thereof), may affect disputant perceptions that the arbitrator is ethical. The presence and quality of an
explanation, may, more broadly, influence perceptions of procedural and distributive justice. Explanations, or accounts, typically fall into one of three categories: apologies, excuses, and justifications [91]. Research suggests that disputants usually do not see apologies by third parties as fair, and arbitrators do not seem to offer them. Plausible excuses can enhance the fairness of a decision because they invoke external attributions (e.g., the labor arbitrator was required, by law, to give the greatest weight to the impact of a wage raise on local property taxes), whereas implausible excuses are often rejected, and procedural fairness diminishes. Justifications are subject to more scrutiny because they involve internal attributions concerning the arbitrator, yet a compelling justification can enhance the fairness of the procedure and of the outcome [79, 92].

If the arbitrator’s award and rationale is revealed, distributive justice considerations are also invoked [21]. People typically use one of three criteria for their outcome preferences: equity, equality, or need [93]. Arbitrators often use equity-related criteria [14, 39]. The choice of criteria that an arbitrator employs may influence disputant fairness judgments. It also seems likely that an arbitrator’s decision is more likely to be seen as fair by one side if the justification for that decision suggests that the arbitrator’s rationale corresponds to the same criteria (e.g., similar weight is given to particular evidence) as that side uses, even if the outcome is unfavorable [94].

**PROCEDURAL VARIATIONS**

Within final-offer arbitration there are numerous procedural variations [1, 28], most of which can be easily adapted for NB arbitration. One variation involves whether the issues are considered individually (“issue-by-issue”) or are considered together (“by package”). Scholars and practitioners have written about the relative advantages of each approach [4, 95], and it is not my purpose to review that literature here. However, two alleged advantages are relevant for NB arbitration.

Advocates of the “issue-by-issue” approach suggest that the procedure results in fairer solutions when each issue is ruled upon singly because each issue is decided on its merits. This approach also increases the likelihood that each side will get some of what it wants (suggesting that the parties will report high distributive justice for the outcomes, see [80]). Critics charge that the issue-by-issue approach, as used in traditional FOA, still allows an arbitrator to consciously or subconsciously “split the difference” between the parties, either 1) by awarding a similar number of issues to each side or 2) by awarding selected issues to each side in an arrangement that evenly splits the total labor cost of all of the issues. If preventing these two types of “splitting the difference” is a goal of policy makers, then NB arbitration offers a distinct advantage: The arbitrator must decide each issue without knowing the parties’ exact positions.
Also, if an NB arbitrator decides to use the issue-by-issue approach, an important procedural decision must be made: Will the arbitrator use a “simultaneous” or a “sequential” approach? With the “simultaneous” approach, the arbitrator decides each of the individual issues and then compares them at one session to the final offers submitted by the parties. With the “sequential” approach, the arbitrator decides the first issue, compares his or her award to the final offers of the two parties for that issue, and selects a winner. Then the arbitrator considers the second issue, etc. If NB arbitrators are to use the sequential approach, then to follow such a sequence without knowing each side’s final offers on the remaining issues in advance, the arbitrator must insure that the parties somehow separate their offers. For example, the NB arbitrator might request that the parties place their final offers for each issue in separate, labeled, envelopes. This will safeguard the advantage that NB arbitration enjoys over traditional FOA.

Advocates of the “by-package” approach argue that only the risk of losing everything in arbitration drives people to moderate their demands and to bargain seriously [4, 18]. Yet, as discussed previously, negotiator self-serving bias and overconfidence are difficult to overcome. NB arbitration enhances uncertainty and risk relative to traditional FOA because the parties not only do not know whether the arbitrator will select their position, but there is uncertainty as to whether the third party will even perceive a party’s position correctly. Perhaps the increased uncertainty offered by NB arbitration will be sufficient to overcome negotiator optimism, self-serving bias, and overconfidence. This analysis suggests that “by-package” NB arbitration will have a higher voluntary settlement rate than other forms of arbitration.

Another procedural variation occurs as to when the parties are to submit their final offers. Some arbitrators request the formal final offers be submitted in sealed envelopes prior to the hearing. Others do not request the offers until after the hearing. There is some evidence from FOA that, in the latter situation, the parties look for cues from arbitrator statements, questions, or reactions as to whether a particular position will be acceptable and they may moderate their “final” offers further before submitting their formal positions after the hearing [96]. Similar dynamics may be at work with NB arbitration. However, the enhanced uncertainty associated with the procedure may cause even further concession-making by the parties. Research needs to examine both the behavioral (e.g., offers) and attitudinal (e.g., justice attitudes) responses to such temporal variations.

Finally, there is the question of mediation within the arbitration procedure. Some have suggested that because of the “winner-take-all” nature of FOA, the parties sometimes look to the arbitrator to mediate—or to at least issue nonbinding and sometimes informal “advisory arbitration” opinions—before, during, or even after the arbitration hearing, but usually before formally selecting the winning proposal [96, 97]. Advisory opinions encourage the losing side to seek a negotiated compromise. The assumption is that a negotiated or mediated settlement is preferable to an arbitrated one. An arbitrator using the NB procedure also has
The Night Baseball Arbitration Process:

Pre-arbitration Hearing Phase:
- Bargaining between the two sides.
- Impasse
- Each side prepares its arbitration case.

Arbitration Hearing Phase:
- Oral arguments, including expert witness testimony. The parties do not specifically state their final-offer positions.

Post-arbitration Hearing Phase:
- Arbitrator reviews materials; creates a nonbinding opinion.
- Arbitrator compares opinion with each side’s final offers.
- Arbitrator selects the winning side. That side’s final offer(s) becomes the binding settlement.

Possible Research Topics:
1. Negotiator uncertainty leading to greater efforts to avoid impasse.
2. Overconfidence, contending tactics, and tactical errors—leading to impasse.

1. How each side formulates its final offer(s).
2. How each side prepares evidence supporting final offers without explicitly stating what the final offers are.

1. Presentation of supporting evidence.
2. Application of persuasion and impression management theory to case presentations.
3. Ethical issues: What if one side presents a specific “final offer”? Procedural justice issues pertaining to “voice”
5. Procedural variations: When final offers are submitted (before, at, or after the hearing) may affect satisfaction and procedural justice.
6. Procedural variations: Should the arbitrator also mediate? (If so, when?)

1. How arbitrators store and recall information.
2. Primacy effects on arbitrator decisions.
3. How arbitrators weigh negative information.
4. Use of heuristics by arbitrators.
5. How arbitrators combine information.

1. The use of scripts and schemas when comparing opinion and each side’s case.
2. How arbitrators combine information from both sides to select an overall winner.
3. Ethics: public vs. private comparison.
4. Procedural variation: by issue or by package.

1. Ethics: should opinion and rationale for selecting the winner be publicized?
2. Distributive justice issues.

Figure 2. A summary of possible research topics in the night baseball arbitration process.
opportunities to mediate, if s/he chooses to do so. However, the arbitrator has them under slightly different conditions: the NB third party can mediate before or after writing a ruling, or even after selecting the “winner” but before revealing that winner to the disputants. Further, the NB arbitrator may be seen by the disputants as a powerful mediator. The parties may readily accept his or her suggestions for a compromise if they infer that they have already lost on particular issues. There is also the possibility that the arbitrator may pressure the parties to accept the arbitrator’s preferred solution rather than providing facilitating conditions for the negotiators to work out their own agreement. In this sense, mediation within NB arbitration may be like other hybrid third-party procedures [95, 98]. Research needs to be conducted to determine whether these dynamics operate as hypothesized here.

CONCLUSION

Night baseball arbitration has much in common with traditional final-offer interest arbitration. However, it is sufficiently different in the psychological processes that are invoked by both the disputants and the arbitrator as to warrant scientific investigation. The procedure must be compared to conventional arbitration, FOA, and no-arbitration controls in order to examine a number of unanswered questions about all three types of arbitration. In this article, I call for such investigation and point to specific types of issues that must be addressed. The issues that have been discussed, and where they are likely to occur in the NB arbitration process, are summarized in Figure 2. Procedural variations and their likely impact on NB arbitration must also be considered in any evaluation of this procedure.

Night baseball arbitration is a widely offered procedure for business disputes, and it may be an appropriate alternative to public-sector labor strikes. As research investigating night baseball arbitration advances, scientists may be better able to inform policy makers regarding effective and excellent procedural design.
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